The UC Foundation recognizes volunteers annually for their philanthropic service to the university through a series of awards. This year's award winners will be honored at the George Rieveschl, Jr. dinner in 2015. Nominators of winning nominees will receive an invitation to this dinner.

Please submit completed form by March 18, 2015.

NOMINEE INFORMATION

FIRST

MIDDLE/MAIDEN

LAST

MAILING ADDRESS

CITY / STATE / ZIP

HOME PHONE

BUSINESS PHONE

EMAIL ADDRESS

OCCUPATION, EMPLOYER

COLLEGE AND GRAD YEAR (IF UC ALUMNUS) OR YEAR(S) ATTENDED UC

THIS CANDIDATE IS BEING NOMINATED FOR: (PLEASE SELECT ONE)

☐ UC FOUNDATION CHAIRMAN’S AWARD

The highest recognition for a UC volunteer who achieved the following during the past year:

• Made a noteworthy, university-wide impact

• Supported or directed fundraising for a major university priority project

☐ UC FOUNDATION TRUSTEES’ AWARD

Recognizes a UC volunteer who has achieved the following during the past year:

• Contributed time and talents to a specific UC college or unit

• Supported or directed fundraising for a specific UC college or unit need

☐ UC FOUNDATION STAFF AWARD OF MERIT

Recognizes a UC faculty or staff member who has demonstrated the following during the past year:

• Fostered a culture of philanthropy, embracing the spirit of George Rieveschl

• Significantly contributed to building a “culture of giving” at UC

• Has excellent rapport with academic leaders, board and colleagues

• Leads by example through words and actions

• Accomplished something noteworthy

☐ UC FOUNDATION STUDENT PHILANTHROPY AWARD

Recognizes a current UC student who in the past year*:

• Has been highly engaged in philanthropic activities on campus

• Made a significant positive impact university-wide or on a specific UC college or unit

• Demonstrated leadership by supporting or implementing a fundraising program for a UC priority

* Students who graduated in the 2013-2014 academic year are eligible for nomination.

☐ UC FOUNDATION OUTSTANDING GROUP PHILANTHROPY AWARD

Recognizes an organization or group that in the past year:

• Has been highly engaged in philanthropic activities at UC

• Made a significant positive impact university-wide or on a specific UC college or unit
NOMINATOR INFORMATION

FIRST | MIDDLE/MAIDEN | LAST

MAILING ADDRESS

CITY / STATE / ZIP

HOME PHONE | BUSINESS PHONE | EMAIL ADDRESS

RELATIONSHIP TO NOMINEE

OCCUPATION, EMPLOYER | COLLEGE AND GRAD YEAR (IF UC ALUMNUS) OR YEAR(S) ATTENDED UC

DESCRIPTION OF NOMINEE
Please describe the nominee’s involvement in UC philanthropic activities according to the chosen award criteria. Provide specific examples showcasing why this nominee is worthy of the award, including specific examples of their fundraising leadership, noteworthy contributions and positive impact at UC. Attach a separate sheet if additional space is needed beyond the space provided below.

PRINT AND MAIL NOMINATION FORM TO:

The Awards and Recognition Committee
c/o Laura Bolduc, Vice President of Donor Engagement
The University of Cincinnati Foundation
PO Box 19970, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219-0970

Questions? Please call the Donor Engagement Office at (513) 556-9658.

THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO RECOGNIZE UC’S PHILANTHROPIC VOLUNTEER LEADERS!